Driving a better understanding of
Housing Markets
Tanzania Data Workshop, 28 August, 2017
Making housing finance markets work in Africa

Proposed Agenda
•
•
•
•
•
•

09:00 Welcome, Introductions and Expectations
09:40 Purpose and Agenda
09:50 Background to CAHF and what we have been doing in Tanzania
10:15 Using BI/Analytics to better understand affordable housing markets
10:45 Tea
11:00 Discussion
•

•
•
•
•

Link to expectations and what value CAHF can offer TZ housing/ housing finance sectors

12:30
13:30
14:30
15:30
•
•
•

Lunch
Building a Housing Economic Model for Tanzania
Discussion
Way Forward

Establishing working group
Strategic agenda
Design a newsletter to communicate with all stakeholders

Interactive Dashboards available for you to engage with throughout the day
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Who is CAHF?
The Centre for Affordable Housing Finance in Africa (CAHF) is an independent think tank
based in Johannesburg, South Africa. Established in May 2014, it grew out of the housing finance
theme of the FinMark Trust, where its research and advocacy programme began in 2003. CAHF’s
work extends across the continent, and it is supported by and collaborates with a range of funders and
partners.
The vision of CAHF is an enabled affordable housing finance system in countries throughout Africa,
where governments, business, and practitioners work together to provide a wide range of housing
options accessible to all.
CAHF’s mission is to make Africa’s housing finance markets work, with special attention to access to
housing finance for the poor, through the dissemination of research and market intelligence, the
provision of strategic support, and ongoing engagement in both the public and the private sector;
supporting increased investment, cross-sector collaborations and a market-based approach.
The overall goal of our work is to see an increase of investment in affordable housing and housing
finance throughout Africa: more players and better products, with a specific focus on the poor.

CAHF is the Secretariat to the
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Purpose
•
•
•

•

•

Tanzania has been identified as one of CAHFs priority countries over the
next three years
At the moment we are carrying out broad research but want to work
more closely in-country
We highlighted the significant need for affordable housing and housing
finance, as well as the very real market development activity currently
underway, which we feel could be leveraged with this additional
attention.
We wish to work in partnership with local players, supporting existing
processes while offering our expertise, organising capacity, and interest
to enable further activity.
Workshop with local stakeholders to explore the current data landscape
for affordable housing in Tanzania. We’ve been collecting data on our
side – from your statistical agency and other sources
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What CAHF is thinking about
• To demonstrate what can be done with analytics using
existing research and data and to explore stakeholders data
needs and market questions.
• To identify the breadth of data sources, both qualitative and
quantitative
• Form a Housing Finance Working Group to guide CAHFs
research agenda/programme for Tanzania
• Develop a market research/data strategy
•
•
•
•

Explore how data analytics and market intelligence can assist market players,
Establish a detailed stakeholder list and data collection points,
Identify key gaps, limitations and opportunities for data collection and analysis,
Develop an instrument that will monitor and track data collection.

• Participation towards developing a Housing Economic Model
for Tanzania
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CAHFs Approach
Market development
platform
•
•
•
•
•
•

Theme 4: Supporting local market development
Promoting investment: Pan-African and local
contexts
Support to AUHF members
Demonstration projects
Professional development
Country / city / initiative specific interventions

4. Investment and
innovation facilitation
& support

1. Data & analytics:
Qualitative & quantitative

Knowledge platform
•
•

Theme 1: Understanding the housing market
Theme 2: Exploring innovation in housing
finance
Theme 3: Monitoring housing sector
performance

•

•
•

Research, reports, analytics, videos, etc
Tools : databases, dashboards, frameworks,
methodologies

Strategic engagement &
networking
• Communications: website, reports,
videos, social media
• Presentations, seminars,
workshops, webinar
• Convening / dialogue facilitation:
public / private / third sector
• Professional development
• Tools for market development

2. In-depth research
& information

Advocacy platform
•
•
•

3. Policy analysis &
dialogue at the local level

•
•
•

Theme 4: Supporting local market development
International institutions with local focus: World
Bank, AfDB, AfD, UN Habitat, etc.
Regional organisations with local access: African
Union for Housing Finance, AfDB
National and local governments
Presentations to conferences & seminars
Working groups:
•
FSDs housing finance WG
•
Pensions & housing WG
•
Housing data WG
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…Knowledge Platform
•
•

Aim: Create a usable knowledge base for development of the sector and to guide investment by
public and private sectors
Understanding the Tanzania Housing Market (to respond to it)
•

Explore, analyse and collect data variables
– Quarterly Survey, DATA WORKSHOP, YB profile, case studies (eg. Watumishi HC), other research reports

Exploring innovation through case studies research of partner/related organisations
Project

Programme
Knowledge production (Data Availability Analysis (Engagement with
Tanzanian statistical agencies towards better housing-related data
tracking)

•

Data Workshop
Data Strategy
Produce database of exising research
Three case studies a year on 3 different housing finance models (one mortgage, one non-mortgage and one microfinance)
HMF Market impact study
Housing Investment Chronicles
Mortgage market access-performance-profitability
Housing finance component of Tanzania Credit Market Diagnostic
Review of Tanzanian housing, land and finance environment
Creating awareness of mortgages (consumer education)
Quarterly newsletter
4 blogs per annum
Produce dashboard with existing information and update each year
one new research project a year (Year 1 - Analysis of factors influencing high lending terms creating inaccessibility to formal
mortgages)
Survey of Tanzanian organisations into research needs/gaps
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Development of the Housing Economic Model

…Advocacy Platform
•

Aim: to provide a platform to support market development of the sector in Tanzania to
create and facilitate dialogue among private and public sector players
•
•

Communication with/linking stakeholders
Participation in regional and continental seminars (AUHF and REIT seminar)

Project

Dissemination and communication

Programme

Posting of material on CAHF website: text (reports, blogs, case studies, etc.), pictures (photos,
graphs), numbers (databases, dashboards, calculators, spreadsheets), audiovisual (videos,
podcasts, presentations, online learning). Tanzania country page
Create Tanzania specific mailing list
Quarterly working group sessions (3 times a year – Feb, June and Nov)
Quarterly webinar
Create social media pages - FB, Instagram, Twitter etc.
Video series ( 3 per year)
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…Market Development Platform
•
•
•

•
•

Aim: to ensure development of the Tanzanian housing and housing finance market to increase investment into
the sector
Capacity building in relation with AUHF at a professional and focused level
• Research by local professionals (Blogs, case studies etc.)
Investment promotion and facilitation
• Identifying new and existing investors and understanding needs
• Managing investor expectations through research and analysis
• Linking investors and stakeholders and tracking this
• Investor survey and link to the Investment Landscape project
Monitoring the market and investments and mapping this on a dashboard quarterly in conjunction with
newsletter with a targeted mailing list
Tanzania investor round table by-annually.
Market Development and
Advocacy

Programme

Support to Tanzanian
HMF WG (2017-2020)

Project
Investment Roadshow
Lobby funding for new research
Study tours (exchange between WHC REIT to S.A)
Presentation to seminars, conferences and workshops
One-on-one meetings with key stakeholders
Targeted seminars, workshops, roundtables at the local level, connecting with other processes
Capacity building seminars

Strategy Planning Workshop to be held on 29 August 2017
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What is CAHF doing related to Tanzania?
• Engaging with the Housing Microfinance Working Group for Tanzania, with
the intention to provide longer term support
• Supporting the Tanzania Credit Market Diagnostic commissioned by FSDA,
FSD Tanzania and the Bank of Tanzania, to ensure a housing focus
• Prioritising Tanzania in other regional studies
• Construction costs across Africa:
– How much does it cost to build a typical house in Africa? How do housing prices vary from
one country to another, and what are the reasons for these differences?
– CAHF developed a detailed breakdown of housing construction costs in sixteen African
countries. Using a standard house design and Bill of Quantities, we asked a professional
Quantity Surveyor in each country to provide a quotation for building the house in the
main city and in a secondary city.

• Rental housing: to quantify rental in 5 countries – how do we quantify rental
markets? How big is rental as a tenure, returns, rental prices, demand for rental.
• Investment Landscape for Central Africa and East Africa: aims to quantify
monetary investment and track investment flows in housing and housing finance
(and related sectors) across Central Africa and East Africa
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Residential REITs in Africa
Prioritised Tanzania in our REITs study
and profiled the Watumishi Housing
Company in the launch in Kigali, Rwanda,
as well as in the subsequent webinar.

http://housingfinanceafrica.org/projects/residential-realestate-investment-trusts-africa/
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CAHF’s work in Tanzania thus far
• Country visit in February 2017 for 3 days
• See handout with field notes
• Day 1 – Organised a mortgage market development workshop with local
mortgage lenders in Dar es Salaam in February 2017 at BoT premises supported by
TMRC
– 40 bankers attended
– Presented on a South African case study on Access, Profitability and Performance – An
Overview of the Mortgage Market in South Africa
– Aim to share S.A experience of extending mortgage finance down market
Institutions Visited/interacted with
Financial Sector Deepening Tanzania
•
Tanzania Buildings Agency
•
Tanzania Mortgage Refinance Company LTD
•
WAT-Human Settlements Trust
•
Habitat for Humanity Tanzania
•
Watumishi Housing Company
•
National Housing Corporation
•
Ministry of Lands, Housing and Human Settlements
•
CRBD Bank PLC
•
Azania Bank LTD
•
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…Key Stakeholders Identified
• Interactive,
growing
database
• as we learn
more through
local
connections
this can help us
expand
databases
• E.g. First
Housing
Company and
members of
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Housing Finance in
Africa Yearbook, 2016
• High level
•

•
•
•
•

Need deeper dive nterventions

In-country consultants
Survey Monkey
Data table
Housing Classifications - what does
housing look like in Tanzania?
•

How much is it to rent, own in
different market segments

• How is housing financed?
• What are the key finance
instruments?
• What hinders affordability? Interest
rates?
• What are the key investments
currently being undertaken?
•

Deep dive - Landscape of Investment
study
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Survey Monkey - Example
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How does CAHF illustrate/disseminate data
collected: Yearbook and surveys
Data on Policy and Regulation from the
Yearbook and CAHF research

Housing and Construction Data from the
Yearbook and CAHF research

http://housingfinanceafrica.org/dashboards/housing-financelaws-policies-africa/

http://housingfinanceafrica.org/dashboards/housingconstruction-africa/
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Calculating Mortgage and Affordability
Segmenting the market

http://housingfinanceafrica.org/dashboards/calculatingmortgage-housing-affordability-africa/
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Tanzania Country
Page
http://housingfinanceafrica.org/countries
/tanzania/

•

Repository/central location for
all Tanzania housing and housing
finance related research and
news that we collect and publish

•

The aim is for Tanzanian
stakeholders to use this as an
information source and guide as
they pursue the growth of the
affordable housing market

•

Other material can be used to
create awareness

•

Newsletters

Country-focused home page creates a sense of local level activity while building networks of common
ground – now bilingual – French & English
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Blogs, Newsletters and Case Studies

http://housingfinanceafrica.org/projects/case-studies/
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Using BI/Data and Analytics to better
understand affordable housing markets
Alfred and Miriam - CAHF
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How does data and analytics bring housing
actors together?
Housing supply
performance

Borrower
performance

What are the
implications for
policy?

Macroeconomic
performance

Property market
performance

Lending
performance
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How have we used data to better understand
Tanzania Housing Markets?
Examples of data we’ve come
across on Tanzania

Tanzania Bureau
of Statistics
(BOS) Data

Central Bank of
Tanzania
Mortgage Data

CAHF surveys
& Research
Country Page

World Bank
Data
Hofinet

CGIDD
Income Data

Tanzania policies and
laws on housing and
property markets
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World Bank Data
Business and construction regulatory environment.
Bottlenecks hindering investment flow
Developments over time
Regional comparison
Lessons sharing
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Doing Business Indicators
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C-GIDD Income Data

Calculating affordability.
Demographic distribution for urban and rural areas
Segment the market – affordable housing, mortgage market,
gap market.
Elevate Tanzania as a potential investment opportunity for
affordable housing.
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Exploring housing affordability through cost of
production

Source: CAHF Study into
building material costs

The cost to produce a standard 55m2 house varies greatly. Cost drivers
appear to be imported building materials, land costs, labour, financing &
holding costs: All of these come down to governance & market efficiency
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Tanzania National Bureau of Statistics (NBS)
Data
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Hofinet

Hofinet collects
macro and micro
economic details
focusing on housing
finance
What are the key
data points
Reference
Housing lending
data
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Economy and Housing Environment
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CAHF Survey: Yearbook Data
Asmara
The Asmara Housing Project (Sembel, Halibet and Space 2001 districts) –
1 680 homes & shops.
Gruppo Italiano Costruzioni (Italian company) – 1 680 housing units
(Asmara, Massawa).

30.0% of countries in East Africa
have Housing policies and
60.0% have Property policies

Djibouti
EDC (Private developer) – 100 villas in Gabode
area.
Saudi Fund for Development & Arab Fund for
Economic and Social Development – 2 500
apartments.

Kampala
Nakawa-Naguru housing project funded by Opecprime Properties Uganda Limited (OPUL) consists of 1000
units of which 100 are planned to be built by end 2016.
The Nationwide Housing Project, a public sector initiative supported by Shelter Afrique aims to target low
and middle income earners across 6 districts starting with 100 in Jinja and 400 units in the greater Kampala
area.

Dar es Saalam
Public Servants Housing Scheme administered by Watumishi Housing Scheme is
tasked to build 50 000 affordable housing units in the next 5 years. Construction
of 800 houses has begun.
The National Social Security Fund is constructing 7 460 housing units by 2017 in
Kigamboni of a total project cost of US$ 544.5 million.
Avic International is busy with the Avic Town project in Kigamboni with plans to
build 5 000 housing units in the next 3 years. Aimed at the luxury market, the
project is scheduled to deliver its first phase of 160 villas and bungalows by
October 2016.
National Housing Corporation's My Home My Life project aims to build 5 000
affordable housing units.
The Morocco Square project, launched in October 2015 is the biggest project in
East and Central Africa region comprising two office towers, residential tower
and hotel tower. The project construction cost is estimated to be over TZS150
billion (US$68.4 million).

Income Profile for Rural and Urban Households
$40 001 – $10 000 000
$23 001 – $40 000
$12 001 – $23 000
$8 001 – $12 000
$5 001 – $8 000
$3 601 – $5 000
$2 401 – $3 600
$1 601 – $2 400
$800 – $1 600
<$800

Urban

5 521 32 064
40 853 67 789
219 484 258 720
342 095 376 101

3 087 234 1 895 137

No.of Banks

No. of
MicroFinance
Agencies

Burundi

10

27

Comoros

4

4

Djibouti

11

2

Eritrea

6

Ethiopia

19

Kenya

6 007 931 2 867 971
16 672 110 4 486 793
14 517 638 1 468 240
10m

5m

0m

5m

10m

How many households can afford a $10 000 house?
(Source: CAHF & C-GIDD, 2015)

Target price affordability
Could afford
Cannot afford

Low income
$7K

Middle income
$35K

Lending Terms

$131K

$700K

Djibouti
Eritrea

$23K

Ethiopia
Kenya

$143K
$15K

$11K
$1K

$750K

$17K
$3K

Rwanda

$24K

$240K

Somalia
Tanzania

$90K
$10K

Uganda

$425K
$100K

$55K

How much does it cost to rent a house in this region?
(Source: CAHF Annual Survey, 2016)
Low income
$80

Burundi

Middle income
$275
$1 000

Comoros
$238

$50

Djibouti

High income
$1 150
$1 500
$975

Mortgage
Interest Rate
(%)

Ethiopia
Kenya

Mortgage
Term (years)

Down
payment
(%)

Rwanda

15.0

20

30

Tanzania

10.5

20

25

Uganda

7.0

20

25

12.0

25

25

15

14.0

10

40

51

12

17.1

10

10

Rwanda

9

22

17.3

15

20

Somalia

6

4

8.5

30

0

Tanzania

54

13

18.0

25

10

Uganda

25

17

25.0

20

20

(Source: CAHF Annual Survey, 2016)

High income
$80K

Eritrea

Financial Service
Providers

781 850 797 826
1 229 761 969 511

15m

(Source: CAHF Annual Survey, 2016)

Comoros
Nairobi
In 2015, about US$ 2.5 billion was injected into the housing
sector, with Nairobi alone receiving over US$ 575 million,
accounting for roughly 7 479 new housing units.
The Pan African Housing Fund Project:
– Westlands Place – 80 middle income units.
– Westpoint Heights – 66 residential apartment units for
middle income markets.
Nakuru
Nakuru Meadows (Nakuru) by the Pan African Housing
Fund Project – 140 middle income houses.

Bujumbura
Villagisation project targets the poorest households, giving them land, a house, water and solar panels.
The Lotissement project targets middle-income households, using either public or private land, which is
demarcated into plots of 400m2 and serviced.

Rural

How much does it cost to buy a house in this region?

Burundi

Kigali
The Rental Housing Company, Shelter Afrique, RSSB & Guarantco – 800 middle income rental units.
First affordable housing development, Batsinda2 approved – 530 housing units.
Pan African Housing Fund project Izuba City (Kigali) – 300 middle income units.

(Source: C-GIDD, 2015)

East Africa

$35

$150

$2 500

$80

$600

Somalia
$183

$26
$80

$500

$5 750
$2 000

Finance instruments and delivery systems
(Source: CAHF Annual Survey, 2016)

Finance

savings
donations
family loans
mode house
microfinance

mortgage
savings
subsidy
loans
savings & credit

mortgage
cash & credit
savings
loans

self-built
incremental
government
community assistance

government
private developer
self-built
incremental

local developers
international developers
self-built
purchase

■ low income

■ middle income

■ high income

Delivery
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CAHF Survey: Data application and presentation
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CASE STUDY: EXPERIENCE FROM SOUTH AFRICA
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How has our work connected actors?

Housing
Development
Agency
Banks /
Investors

National
Department of
Human
Settlements

Human Rights
Commission

Consultants

CAHF
Basil Read
Residential
Developments

SA Cities
Network

City
Governments
Western Cape
Provincial
Government

National
Housing
Finance
Corporation

Public and private sector clients
Same conversation around
affordable housing
Stakeholders to engage with the
same data
Levels the playing field
Directing debates to CAHF’s
target market – the affordable
sector.
Define appropriate metrics
Identification of opportunity
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Driving better understanding of housing
markets in South Africa
••Property values
••Sales prices
••Affordable vs
Conventional
market

••World bank
••Municipal planning
data
••CAHF Survey Data

••Population
••Households
••Incomes

Deeds
(property)
data

Demographic
data

Public
datasets &
Surveys

Macro &
Micro
Economic
data
••GDP
••Interest Rates
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Sample Outputs from South Africa Case
• Citymark Demo Dashboard on Website
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Discussion – How can CAHF add value?
1.

Do you feel CAHF can add value to the sector?
•
•

2.

How can data analytics and market intelligence assist your organisation
and the market in general?
•
•

3.
4.
5.

Ideas on potential areas of synergy and collaboration?
Would it be useful to use our tools to disseminate and analyse data?

What key areas do you feel need to be researched in more detail?
Where should data be collected more to advance the market?

What data can enhance our (collective) understanding of the Housing
Market in Tanzania?
How can we bring knowledge on the housing market together to benefit
all stakeholders?
Does Tanzania housing finance and housing market need a central
repository for data across sectors? Is this available?
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Discussion: Data Needs and Gaps. What do you
need to understand better and how?
1.

What data do we have access to already that is publically available?
•

2.
3.
4.

What data would we like to access but cannot access?

What are the key data collection points and from which stakeholders?
What are the gaps, limitations and opportunities for data collection and
analysis
Would it be beneficial to develop an instrument that will monitor and
track data collection?
• What would this look like?

5.
6.
7.

What tools do TZ Actors need to develop a housing market intelligence
platform?
What data is publically available for us to add to existing efforts?
Establish a detailed stakeholder list and data collection points?
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Way Forward
• Form a Housing Finance Working Group to guide CAHFs
research agenda/programme for Tanzania, and
to champion locally-relevant market analytics
• Tanzania 3-Year Strategy
• Market research and data strategy
• Central Data Repository?

• Housing Economic Model
• Design a quarterly survey of stakeholders in Tanzania to feed
into a newsletter to create awareness of what is taking place
in the sector?
– Design a newsletter to communicate this with all stakeholders?
– Tanzania specific mailing list – can be closed or public
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THANK YOU!
www.housingfinanceafrica.org
sireena@housingfinanceafrica.org
https://www.facebook.com/HousingFinanceAfrica?ref=hl

Twitter @CAHF_Africa
Twitter @AUHF_Housing

The Housing Finance in Africa 2016 Yearbook can be downloaded from

http://www.housingfinanceafrica.org/document/2016-housing-finance-in-africa-yearbook/

